OPTIMIZE PERFORMANCE.
INCREASE EFFICIENCIES.
MAXIMIZE OUTPUT.
DMS Solutions partners with clients to deep dive into operating processes and procedures, supply chain and
employee management to discover opportunities to create efficiencies while maximizing or optimizing output.
DMS Solutions focuses on three areas of potential improvement: process, technology, and people. Technology
and people are two of the largest investments a company will make in any well development. Non-conforming
procedures can slow operations significantly and sharply drive up costs. DMS brings genuine field experience
and valuable insight to develop strategic improvement roadmaps for its clients with the goal of achieving
reductions in overall operating costs and optimization of resources.
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IMPROVING
THE PROCESS

Driving cost down in operations often
originates from understanding the
gaps between office planning and
management implementation to the
field operations. To address these
potential gaps DMS offers the
following services:
Business audit to identify
operational gaps between office
and well site
Standard operating and running
procedure development for both
office and field personnel
Performance matrix that
motivates teams, defines KPI’s
and drives success
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STREAMLINING
TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENTS
DMS Solutions evaluates the lifecycle of a client’s technological
investments to understand the
opportunities to reduce total cost
of ownership. This includes:
Auditing the supply chain
and business partner
selection
Equipment installation
Operation and maintenance
Storage and handling

DEVELOPING
EFFECTIVE PEOPLE
Effective field teams can decrease
operating times in areas of
installation, maintenance, and
transition time. Building an effective
field team requires well developed
operating procedures and equally
important advanced training and
ongoing evaluation. DMS provides
expert manpower coupled with the
following services to develop high
performing teams:
Competence assessment
programs
Procedural and best practice
training
Ongoing team evaluation
Job evaluation and cycle
feedback

DMS PROCESS
Business assessment through interviews and audits
to understand current operations and to benchmark
current performance.

Evaluate operating processes and procedures,
supply chain and employee management to discover
improvement opportunities aligned with corporate
culture.
Implement program advancements and personnel
training. DMS also specializes in aligning office and
field organization which can have a major impact on
the overall success of operations.

Audit progress in scheduled stages in both the field
and office and adjust program based upon results.
Deliver efficiency improvements through reporting to
the client ongoing.

DMS will create a factory model program to empower
and enable your operations to continue the
implemented improvements.
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